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Abstract — We investigate the outage probability of a dual-hop MIMO system where amplifyand-forward relay and beamforming are used. A
practically important case where proportional fair
scheduling is implemented to schedule users transmissions and co-channel interference exists is considered in the analysis. Specifically, taking into account
Rayleigh fading and the path-loss eﬀect, we derive
the lower bound and the asymptotic expressions of
the outage probability in closed form, with arbitrary
number of antennas and users. The proposed results
are validated via Monte Carlo simulations.

follows. In Section II, the network model is introduced. Section III first investigates the distribution
of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) over each hop. Then the lower bound and highSNR asymptotic expressions on the system outage
probability are presented. Section IV provides numerical results while Section V concludes the paper.
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We assume that communications are subject to CCI and all nodes (source s, relay r, interferers, and
users u ∈ U) operate in half-duplex mode. Also,
no direct link exists between the source and the
users. Source and relays are equipped with ns and
nr antennas, respectively, while users are equipped
with nd antennas. Thanks to the help of the relay,
the source transfers information to the users, whose
number is denoted by U . In the first hop, the received signal at the relay suﬀers the CCI coming
from a set of out-of-cell interferers denoted by Sr .
In the second hop, only one out of the U users is
scheduled for reception in each scheduling period.
Since users are located at diﬀerent points within the
cell range, they may be aﬀected by diﬀerent sets of
out-of-cell interferers. If user u ∈ U is selected by
the scheduler, we denote by Su the set of co-channel
interferers aﬀecting the received signal.
Perfect channel state information (CSI) related
to the two hops is available at source, relay and
users. Thus, MIMO beamforming can be used for
communication.
Signal propagation is assumed to be aﬀected by
both large-scale path-loss and small-scale uncorrelated Rayleigh fading. It is fair to assume that the
signal received by antennas belonging to the same
array experiences the same path loss. Specifically,
the channel gain from transmitter i (i !
∈ {s, r}) to

INTRODUCTION

Cooperative multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay networks have been extensively investigated for the last decade from both industry and academia since they are able to improve the throughput and broaden the coverage of wireless communication systems. In particular, multiuser relay
networks (MRN) have been recently proposed and
adopted in some relevant standards such as IEEE
802.16m and LTE-A.
In MRN a source (s) is assisted by a relay (r) to
send information to a set of users U = {1, . . . , U }.
The user to be served is selected according to a
scheduling strategy that aims at reaping the benefits of multiuser diversity. In particular, we assume
that the well-known proportional fair scheduling
(PFS) strategy is adopted [1]. Such strategy assigns each user a scheduling priority that is proportional to the user relative condition in terms of
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR).
We remark that most existing works assume that
at least one node of the network is equipped with
single antenna and the path-loss eﬀect can be neglected. In this work, we address a cellular MIMO network where a base station transmits data
to multiple users via a relay node. The relay node
schedules the second-hop transmission by implementing PFS strategy. In such dual-hop MIMO MRN, we provide a comprehensive outage analysis of
the coupled eﬀects of antenna diversity, path-loss,
multiuser diversity, and co-channel interference (CCI). The remainder of the paper is organized as
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SYSTEM MODEL

−a

receiver j (j ∈ {r} ∪ U ) is given by dij ij Hij ,
where dij , aij , and Hij represent the mutual node
distance, the path-loss exponent, and the channel
matrix, respectively. Under the Rayleigh fading
assumption, each element of Hij is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance. In the
†
following Hij = Uij Λij Vij
indicates the singular
value decomposition of Hij , where Λij is the diagonal matrix containing the channel singular values.
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Also, we denote the product of the transmit power and the path-loss attenuation from i to j by
−a
αij = Pi dij ij .
In the first hop, the source s transmits the random information symbol x, which is assumed to
have zero mean and variance E[|x|2 ] = 1, while
the k-th interferer in Sr transmits the zero-mean
unit-variance random symbol xk . We consider that
the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) technique
[2] is used at the transmitters. Thus, for each
transmitter-receiver pair, (i, j), i precodes the symbol using the right singular vector vij of the channel matrix Hij"
, which corresponds to the maximum
singular value λj . Then the receiver filters the received signal by using the left singular vector uij of
Hij , which corresponds to the maximum singular
value. Therefore, the received signal at the relay r
is a combination of the desired beamforming signal,
the interfering signals, and the AWGN zr , i.e.,
# 1 H
1
H
2
2
usr Hsr vsr x+
αkr
usr Hkr vkr xk +zr
yr = αsr
k∈Sr

=

1
2

(αsr λr ) x +

#

1
2

αkr hkr xk + zr

k∈Sr

√
H
H
where λr = usr Hsr vsr and hkr = usr Hkr vkr . It
is easy to see that the coeﬃcients hkr , with k ∈
Sr , are independent zero-mean complex Gaussian
variables [4].
In the second hop, let us assume that the u-th
user is scheduled for transmission. The relay node
first amplifies the received signal yr with an adaptive gain g, which is set so as to normalize the signal
power. Specifically,
$
Pr
%
G=
.
(1)
αsr λr + k∈Sr αsr |hkr |2 + 1

the PFS scheme, the scheduler grants access to the
user that experiences the best relative condition in
terms of SNR. The selected user is
σu
u⋆ = arg max
u∈U σ̄u
where σ̄u is the average SNR of the u-th user. Note
that σ̄u = E[σu ] = αru E[λu ], thus the above ratio
does not depend on αru . Moreover, since all channel matrices are identically distributed, E[λu ] =
E[λ], for all u ∈ U. Then
u⋆ = arg max λu .
u∈U

We assume that the user and the corresponding
interferers are stationary during the duration of the
transmission. Thus, the SNR of the selected user,
σ⋆ , is given by
σ⋆ = αru∗ λu⋆ .
3

(3)

OUTAGE PROBABILITY

The outage probability of the system is defined as
the probability that the end-to-end SINR falls below a predefined threshold. The instantaneous endto-end SINR of the system can be written as
γ=

γr γ⋆
γr + γ⋆ + 1

(4)

where γr =%σr /(β + 1) is the SINR at the relay,
2
with β =
k∈Sr αkr |hkr | . Also γ⋆ = σ⋆ /(µ⋆ +
1) is the SINR
at
the
served
user, with µ⋆ = µu⋆
%
and µu = l∈Su αlu |hlu |2 . Note that µ⋆ denotes
the power of the CCI at the served user. In the
following, the statistical distributions of γr and γ⋆
are investigated separately and a lower bound to
the system outage probability is derived.
Indeed, the analytical expression for the cumuThen the relay forwards the signal to the u-th user lative density function (CDF) of γ is currently uby beamforming it through the channel character- navailable. However, a mathematically tractable
ized by matrix Hru . Again, assuming that the re- upper bound of γ can be expressed as
lay precodes the signal according to the MRT techγ r γ⋆
nique, the received signal at the u-th user can be
γ=
< min(γr , γ⋆ ) = γU B . (5)
γ
+
γ⋆ + 1
r
written as:
# 1 H
− aru 1
2
yu = Gdru 2 λu2 yr +
αlu
uru Hlu vlu xl +zu . (2) Then, thanks to the independence between γr and
γ⋆ , the outage probability of γ can be lower boundl∈Su
ed by
In (2), similarly to the first hop, λu is the largest
LB
Pout
(x) = P (γU B < x)
eigenvalue of Hru , and zu is a white noise with zero
'&
'
&
mean and unit variance. From now on, we define
= 1 − 1 − Fr (x) 1 − F⋆ (x) . (6)
H
and hlu ! uru Hlu vlu . Similarly to hkr ’s, hlu ’s,
with l ∈ Su , are independent zero-mean complex
In order to derive the CDF of γr and γ⋆ , we proceed as follows. Let us define t = min(ns , nr ),
Gaussian variables.
Let us define σr = αsr λr and σu = αru λu as the v = max(ns , nr ), A = diag(α1r , α2r , . . . , α|Sr |r ),
instantaneous SNRs of the two hops. According to ϱ(A) is the number of distinct diagonal elements
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of A, α⟨1r⟩ > α⟨2r⟩ > · · · > α⟨ϱ(A)r⟩ are the distinct diagonal elements in decreasing order, τi (A)
is the multiplicity of α⟨ir⟩ , and χij (A) is the (i, j)th characteristic coeﬃcient of A [4]. Since γr =
σr /(β + 1), the closed-form CDF expression of γr
for the source-relay hop with beamforming is given
by
(
Fr (x) =

∞

the PFS scheme as follows. The density pµu (y) can
be written as in [4, eq.(29)] while the expression for
Fλu (y) can be found in [4, eq.(30)]. The integral
in (9) can be computed by expanding the polyno)
*U
mial Fλu x(1+y)
.
αru
3.1

High-SNR performance analysis

pβ (y)Fσr (x(1 + y)) dy .

To give further insights on the diversity perfor0
The expression of the density pβ (y) can be found mance, we provide the asymptotic analysis for the
in [4, eq.(29)] while the CDF Fσr (x(1 + β)) is given outage probability in the high-SNR scenario. In
in [4, eq.(30)]. Using the above results, we obtain particular, we assume that, for each u, with constant ratio αsr /αru → κu , where κu is a constant,
−bx/αsr
#
as
αsr and αru tend to infinity, and the transmise
Fr (x) = 1 −
ϵr (w)xm )
*g+j (7) sion power of the interferers is fixed.
α
b
w
1 + α⟨ir⟩
x
It has been pointed out that the McLaurin series
sr
of the CDF of γU B = min(γr , γ⋆ ) has the same
where
non-zero coeﬃcient as that of the CDF of γ [6].
Therefore, the asymptotic expression of the end-toϱ(A) τi (A) t (v+t)b−2b2 c
m
# # # # #
##
end outage probability can be written as:
!
w

i=1 j=1 b=1

c=v−t

Fγ∞ (x) = Fr∞ (x) + F⋆∞ (x) − Fr∞ (x)F⋆∞ (x) (10)

m=0 g=0

and

where Fr∞ and F⋆∞ denote the asymptotic CDF
expressions of the SINR for the source-relay channel
b
g d(b, c)
g
χij (A)Γ(g + j)α⟨ir⟩ and the relay-user channel, respectively.
ϵr (w) =
(j − 1)!m! αsr
Considering that Hij Hij H is a Wishart matrix,
∞
Fr can be evaluated by exploiting the asymptotic
where d(b, c) is the coeﬃcient that can be precomexpression of the CDF of the largest eigenvalue of
puted with an eﬃcient algorithm given in [3]. The
such matrices [7]:
proof is given in our technical report [5].
⋆
ϱ(A) τi A vt + ,
The characterization of the distribution of γ de# # # vt
∞
pends on the adopted multiuser scheduling algoFr (x) =
g
⋆
rithms. Indeed, the CDF of γ is written as
i=1 j=1 g=0
+
,vt
g
χij (A)α⟨ir⟩ Γt (t)Γ(g + j)
x
U
#
.
P(u⋆ = u)P (γu ≤ x|u = u∗ )
(8)
F⋆ (x) =
Γ(j)
Γt (v + t)
αsr
u=1
(11)
-a
where γu = σu /(µu + 1). In the PFS scheme, each In (11) Γa (b) = k=1 Γ(b − k + 1).
user is scheduled with the same probability, i.e.,
Similarly, F⋆∞ can be evaluated according to (8):
P(u⋆ = u) = 1/U . Furthermore,
&U pq'
U pq
U ϱ(B
i Bu #
#
#u ) τ#
,
+
( ∞
g
∞
F⋆ (x) =
x(1+y)
−U pq
dy
P (γu ≤x|u=u∗ ) = pµu (y)Fλ⋆u
U
κ
u
u=1 i=1 j=1 g=0
αru
0
,U
+
,U pq
+
g
+
,U
( ∞
χ
(B
)α
ij
u
Γq (q)
x
⟨iu⟩
x(1+y)
.
Γ(g
+
j)
= pµu (y)Fλu
dy (9)
Γq (p + q)
Γ(j)
αsr
αru
0
(12)
where we exploited the fact that λu⋆ = maxu∈U λu
In the high-SNR regime αsr → ∞. Thus the
and that all λu are i.i.d.
Next, we denote
dominant
term in (10) is that with the smallby q = min(nr , nd ), p = max(nr , nd ), Bu =
diag(α1u , α2u , . . . , α|Su |u ), ϱ(Bu ) is the number of est exponent, namely, vt or U pq. It follows that
distinct diagonal elements of Bu , α⟨1u⟩ > α⟨2u⟩ > the asymptotic outage probability in the high-SNR
· · · > α⟨ϱ(Bu )u⟩ are the distinct diagonal elements in regime can be written as:
⎧
∞
decreasing order, τi (Bu ) is the multiplicity of α⟨iu⟩ ,
⎪
vt < U pq
⎨Fr (x),
and χij (Bu ) is the (i, j)-th characteristic coeﬃcient
∞
Fγ (x) ≈ Fr∞ (x) + F⋆∞ (x), vt = U pq
⎪
of Bu [4]. Following the same steps as above, we can
⎩ ∞
F⋆ (x),
vt > U pq .
derive the closed-form CDF expression of γ ⋆ , under
&m '

+

,m
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Outage Probability

Such expression indicates that the diversity orFig. 2 shows that our analysis holds also for quite
der of the system depends on min(vt, U pq) = large values of U : curves have been obtained for
nr min(ns , U nd ). Also, the diversity order is not ns = 4, nd = nr = 2, thus for U > 2 the system
degraded by the CCI received either at the relay or performance is unchanged.
at the users.
5 CONCLUSIONS
4 NUMERICAL RESULTS
We investigated the outage probability of dual-hop
In this section the outage probability is presented as MIMO relay networks where AF is used for trafthe number of antennas, the interference power lev- fic relaying and hop-by-hop beamforming is apel, and the number of the users vary. The analytical plied. We derived a closed-form lower bound and
result in (6) is verified through Monte Carlo simu- an asymptotic expression of the outage probabililations. The path-loss exponent is set to aij = 2.5 ty when users are scheduled according to the PFS
for all transmit-receive pairs. The number of in- scheme. Our results are validated through numerterferers at any node is equal to 6. The distances ical simulations. The results provide valuable inbetween the relay and each user is set to dru = sights on the design of practical multiuser dual-hop
(0.4+0.1 u)dsr , (u ∈ {1, . . . , U }). The distances be- networks. Future work will address diﬀerent multween the interferers Sr and the relay, and between tiuser scheduling strategies.
the interferers Su and the user, are assumed to be,
respectively, dkr = [0.9+0.1 k]d1r , k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
and dlu = (0.9 + 0.1 l)d1u , l ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
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Figure 1: Outage probability of the systems with various antenna numbers and interference power, when U = 3.
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